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Abstract
In  we presented a theory of process structures as an equivalent nameless present
ation of the notion of processes with names as found in usual process calculi It
was shown there that a coherent setlike theory can be developed for nameless pro
cesses including the counterpart of relation function and quotient The present
paper gives an abstract framework in which such a theory can be developed using
a pair of categories whose arrows denote possible connections among processes In
particular the resulting universe always becomes a complete topos The abstract
treatment results in a considerable generalisation of the class of structures some of
which would shed a new light on the computational features of Linear Logic
 Introduction
In  we presented a theory of process structures as an equivalent nameless
presentation of the notion of processes with names as found in usual process
calculi It was shown there that a coherent setlike theory can be developed
for nameless processes including the counterpart of relation function and
quotient The present paper gives an abstract framework in which such a
theory can be developed using a pair of categories whose arrows denote pos
sible connections among processes In particular the resulting universe always
becomes a complete topos The abstract treatment results in a considerable
generalisation of the class of structures some of which would shed a new light
on the computational features of Linear Logic 	

The essence of our approach in  lies in regarding a process as a struc
tured object with multiple interface points and in treating a relation over
processes in terms of explicit connection between them by which we obtain
a presentation of processes leaner than but equivalent to the familiar idea
of processes with names There are several subsequent results concerning the
basic theory  as well as an application to theory of types for processes

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 The discussions in  however are based on the concrete construction of
permutation groups which sometimes results in a cumbersome treatment of
individual points and their relational composition It was also realised that
in the semantic treatment of certain rewriting theories including proof nets 	
and calculus 
 we may need a generalisation of the construction in  to
treat some form of pointscollapsing maps found in the dynamics of these form
alisms cfcutelimination in proof nets Here we present an abstract theory in
which all the key results we obtained in  are ensured while encompassing
a vast class of structures beyond the concrete construction in  The ab
stract theory is based on a categorical algebra of connections which has some
similarity to a relational calculus developed by Freyd and Scedrov  though
with notable dierences and which gives rise to a class of structures called
connection domains each of which yields in turn a universe of processes a
specic instance of which is the original universe presented in  We show
that each such universe inherits the essential properties of the original uni
verse of  in the sense that a setlike theory of processes can be coherently
developed This will be shown abstractly in the present paper by proving that
any such universe is a complete topos the existence of arbitrary products be
comes important for theory of algebra over these structures The result gives
us apart from the algebra of connections we obtain along the way a class
of quite varied structures for manipulating structured objects some standard
and others currently nonstandard which may be exploited for theory of
computing In particular we expect that some structures arising in this way
would be useful when we need to extend the notion of processes beyond what
has been studied in the preceding theories A few applications of the theory
in this direction will be discussed in subsequent publications
In the rest of the paper Section  gives the basic notions and results
concerning connection domains Section  presents the notion of abstract
process structure and shows that the category of process structures over an
arbitrary connection domain is always a complete topos For the space sake
we omit most of the proofs for which the reader may refer to 
 Connection Domain
In functions or relations over a set some elements of a set are related to some
elements of a set The way to relate an element to another element is quite
simple we just take a tuple of two elements In the theory of processes
this simple scheme is no longer valid Two processes corresponding to two
elements may be related in diverse ways considering how interface points
of processes are connected to each other This is implicit in the study of
process algebra  embodied in the notion of free names or in the study of
composita and its generalisations  embodied in the notion of variables
and is made explicit by the study of process structure  as well as by such
works as 		 Specically what  showed is that a coherent theory of
maps and relations with which we manipulate processes collectively can be
constructed based upon such notions just like a set theory is a convenient

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means to manipulate a collection of elements In this section and the next
we present an abstract framework which allows such development
We start from a pair of categories which underlies the universe of processes
Denition  connection predomain A connection predomain is a pair of
small categories B C where
i In B all arrows are automorphisms Objects are called protoprocesses
ranged over by p q    and the set of automorphisms of an object p is
called the symmetries of p written Sp denoted by  

    We assume
there is a faithful functor from B to C which is surjective on objects
Thus we safely identify objects of C and those of B Note symmetries are
perhaps properly contained in the automorphisms in C
ii The arrows of C are often called connections ranged over by  

    On
each homset we assume a bijective operation  

 homp q homq p
such that


  

 



 


 


  

    
and moreover if  is an isomorphism then 

 

 We call 

the
semiinverse of 
iii An endomorphism  over some p satisfying      idempotent and


  hermitian is called a semiunit on p denoted by u v    For
any semiunits u v in the same homset we assume u  v  v  u always
holds
A connection predomain is pointed if C has a terminator
We note that  resembles the axioms of inverse semigroups cf  but is
dierent in the sense that morphisms other than the semiinverse can satisfy
these equations which is indeed the case in many concrete structures
We often denote a connection predomain by its second component ie its
category of connections together with the specication of symmetries from
which we can recover the original pair This is what we mean when we say
in a connection predomain C We write 
p
for the identity on p or  if no
specic object is of interest to us Note 

  since 

  This also shows
that  is a semiunit an easy but an essential fact Later we shall see  is in
a suitable sense of the term the maximum among the set of semiunits on a
protoprocess We also note
u v semiunits  u  v a semiunit 
which is precisely because of commutativity
The role of the notions and equations in Denition  will become clear
when they are set to real use which is soon In brief a protoprocess is con
ceived as a geometric object which is specied by its symmetries and possible
connections with other objects as given in C Semiunits are essentially partial
identities specifying part of p Then the identity on p is the whole of p
All these comments are to be made precise later In the following discussions
we x some connection predomain C
First we introduce a basic equivalence on a homset Two connections con
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necting the same pair of protoprocesses may as well be regarded as essentially
the same if they are mediated by symmetries
Denition  equivalence Given  

 homp

 p

 we write   

i


 

 

 where 

 Sp

 and 

 Sp

 Then  and 

are equivalent
One can readily verify  is indeed an equivalence relation on each homset
This equivalence relation is a staple when dealing with protoprocesses and
their connections Denition  immediately tells us
Proposition  If 

 

 

then there exists 


 

 


 

such that


 


 



Next a connection with a special feature plays an essential role in the
theory We note b below is quite dierent from the usual functions cf 
Denition  map A connection   homp

 p

 is a map when a it is
symmetrypreserving ie 

 Sp



 Sp

   

 

  and b
it covers the codomain ie   

 
p

 We write f g h    to denote maps
For example in a pointed predomain the unique connection from any proto
process to a terminator is a map as is easily veried Another immediate
example is symmetries of any protoprocess Symmetrypreservation in this
setting is the same thing as the wellknown fact that a symmetry as an element
of a group induces an inner automorphism on the group Two basic properties
of maps follow ii may not be in general true for arbitrary connections
Proposition 
i If f  p q and g  q  r are maps then g  f is again a map
ii Given two maps f  p  q and g  q  r if f

 f and g

 g we have
g  f  g

 f


Now suppose f and f

are both maps from p to q Then they are necessarily
isomorphisms because f  f

  and f

 f  f  f



  In that
case if   homp p f    f

 Sq if and only if   Sp Thus f
and f

induce a group isomorphism by conjugation between symmetries of
two related objects Conversely isomorphisms with this property are always
invertible maps Such an isomorphism captures essential sameness of two
protoprocesses better than the ordinary isomorphisms in that it also reects
the structure of symmetries and thus may deserve its own name
Denition  strong isomorphism An isomorphism whose inverse and
itself are both maps is called a strong isomorphism Two objects equated by
a strong isomorphism are strongly isomorphic
For example in a pointed predomain two terminators are not only isomorphic
but also strongly isomorphic Also symmetries are necessarily strong auto
morphisms The converse may not hold in general Note also strong iso
morphisms compose to yield another strong isomorphism by Proposition 
therefore if f is a strong isomorphism and f  f

 then since symmetries are
such f

is also a strong isomorphism

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We can summarise the ndings in terms of maps we have gotten so far
by saying that given a connection domain C its objects and maps form its
subcategory in which isomorphisms are precisely strong isomorphisms and in
which  is always a congruence on morphisms both being not in general true
in C
The following two notions dened using maps play the key role in formu
lating setlike operations on processes as developed in the next section
Denition 	 tabulation and representation
i A semitabulation of  is a pair of maps f g in this order such that
  g  f

 Then a tabulation of  is a semitabulation f g of  such
that for any semitabulation f

 g

of  there is a unique map h such
that f

 f  h and g

 g  h The common domain of a tabulation is
called the tabulating object of the tabulation
ii Given a protoprocess p E  homp p form a presymmetry group when
a it forms a group with  

as the inverse and  as the product and
b if  

 Sp and   E then     

 E A representation
of a presymmetry group E on p is a map f  p  q for some q such
that a f

 f  id
E
id
E
is the identity of E and b the function
  E  homq q given by  	 f    f

 is a bijection between E and
Sq q is then the representing object An element of a presymmetry
group is called a presymmetry
Thus a semi tabulation gives a way of expressing an arrow in C as an
object in C while a representation realises part of an object with possibly
additional symmetries as another object An immediate example of the former
is 
p
and a map f which tabulate f itself An example of the latter is Sp for
arbitrary p which is always represented as 
p
 Or in a pointed predomain the
unique arrow of the terminal object is represented by the arrow itself On the
other hand any map f is a representation of a presymmetry group the latter
being easily calculated as ff

   f j   Sqg where q is the codomain of f 
We note in ii  needs only be surjective and then it is not only bijective but
also a group isomorphism by conjugation since if f   f

 f  

f

then
  

using f

 f  e
E
e
E
being the identity of the presymmetry group
and f  f

 
q
 and it is easy to check  is a group homomorphism
The following shows that two tabulations of a connection is always medi
ated by strong isomorphisms similarly for two representations of a presym
metry group
Proposition 

i Given a connection  suppose f g with the common domain q and f

 g

with the common domain r both tabulate  Then there is a unique strong
isomorphism h  r  q such that f

 f  h and g

 g  h Conversely
if f g tabulates  with the tabulating object q and there is a strong iso
morphism h from q to r then f  h g  h also tabulates 
ii Given a presymmetry group E on p if it has two representations i and
i

 then i

 i

is a strong isomorphism mediating two representing objects

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Conversely if i is a representation of a presymmetry group with r being
the representing object and there is a strong isomorphism h with domain
r then h  i is also a representation of the same presymmetry group
In view of i above we shall often write  for the tabulating object of a
selected tabulation of  and speak of the tabulation of  thus invoking
the axiom of choice Similarly from now on we shall often speak of the
representation of a presymmetry group by ii above
In various situations we need to deal with ne structures of and operations
on connections Imagine a connection as a tube connecting one geometric
object to another In general there may be multiple tubes for connecting two
given objects These multiple tubes may be related apart from equivalence
on them we have introduced already in the following two basic ways
Denition  coherence and inclusion
i On each homset we dene a relation 
 so that 


 



is coherent
with 

 if and only if 


 

and 

 


are both semiunits
ii Again on each homset we dene a binary relation  the inclusion or
dering so that 

 



is contained in 

 i 

 


 

 

and


 


 

 


Note in i if 


 

then 




 




since the semiinverse of a semiunit
is itself The following is useful when studying the inclusion order
Lemma  Suppose 

 

 Then if one of i j k is  and others being in
the set f g we always have 
i
 

j
 
k
 


Using this we can establish the basic facts about two relations we have just
introduced
Proposition 
i 
 is symmetric and reexive while  is a partial order
ii If 

 

then 


 

 Also 

 



 


 

implies 


 


iii Both  and 
 commute with  

and  If 

 


and 

 

resp


 

 resp 


 

 then there exists 


such that 


 


resp



 


 resp 



 



These relations elucidate other notions in connection predomains especially
semiunits For example u  homp p is a semiunit if and only if u  
p

ie semiunits are precisely those which are contained in the identity Or if
u v are semiunits on p and q respectively then for any   p  q we have
v    u   ie semiunits always shrink the connection when composed
Another interesting fact is if u v are semiunits on the same object then u 
 v
always Moreover we have u  v if and only if u  v  v  u  u Indeed
u  v  v  u gives the meet of u and v with respect to  This generalises to
arbitrary homsets Finally suppose a connection predomain is pointed Then
each homp q has the minimum element Indeed 
q

 
p
gives such where 
p
is the unique arrow from p to a selected terminator The minimum element
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in homp q constructed in this way is denoted 
pq
 We write 
p
to denote

pp
 if such exists Note 
p
is clearly a semiunit
For deeper understanding of connections we consider special semiunits
associated with each connection We remember by Proposition  ii
that for any connection   p  q we have  
  ie 

   p  p and
  

 q q are always semiunits
Denition  The preimage of  is a semiunit 

 denoted pre The
image of  is a semiunit   

 denoted im
With the analogy of a tube one may regard images and preimages as that
part of the object connected to a tube The following properties tell us that
this analogy is not far from the reality
Proposition 
i   pre  im     Moreover if u is a semiunit st   u  
resp u     then pre  u resp im  u
ii If 

 

then pre

  pre

 and im

  im


iii If 


 

then we have pre

  pre

 i im

  im

 i 

 


iv Given   p q if either pre  
p
or pre  
q
then   
pq

v Two connections 

 

 p  q are disjoint written 



if pre

 
pre

  
p
and im

  im

  
q
 Then if 



we have 


 


vi inversion lemma If 

   


and im

   then   

 


Images and preimages often appeared in our preceding discussions without
being named as such Indeed they appeared already in the third equation of
 of Denition  Or a map is nothing but a connection for which beside
symmetry preserving the image is identity Further in a representation we
require its preimage to be the group identity of the presymmetry group One
may say that a tube is before anything specied by the part of processes its
two ends are attached to
We now push the analogy of a tube further Let us have two mutually
coherent connections imagine two tubes connecting two objects whose in
tersecting part again forms a tube Then we can construct the meet of the
two written   

 by taking the meet of their preimages which is nothing
but the intersecting part itself We may as well have then the join written
  

 which is the result of adding two connections The third operation
between two coherent connections would be to take dierence between the
two Since a homset in C may not form a boolean lattice in general however
the idea cannot simply follow from the general notion of complements We
thus formulate the notion for our specic setting We only dene the notion
when a connection is included in another existence of join would cater for a
more general case
Denition  dierence Suppose 

 

 p q and 
pq
exists Then
a dierence between 

and 

in this order is a connection say 

 in the
same homset such that
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i 

 


ii 

 

 
pq
note that the meet exists by our preceding discussions
iii 

 

exists and is equal to 


One should note that a dierence may not be determined uniquely The
following becomes important to ameliorate the situation
Proposition  Let 

 

 If 

is a dierence between 

and 


then pre

 is a dierence between pre

 and pre

 similarly for im


Moreover if 

is also a dierence from 

by 

and if pre

  pre

 or
im

  im

 holds then 

 


Conversely one can construct a dierence of connections from that of their
preimages as can be easily seen
We have almost paved the way towards connection domain a special kind
of connection predomain which is the basis of various theoretical developments
from now on Essentially speaking a connection domain is a connection pre
domain where all desirable constructions we have seen so far can be performed
The denition follows
Denition  connection domain A connection domain is a pointed con
nection predomain such that
i All connections have semitabulations
ii All presymmetry groups have representations and
iii For any p q if f
i
g
iI
 homp q and moreover 
i

 
j
for each i j  I
then always f
i
g and f
i
g exist which moreover commute with  

and  Similarly if   

then their dierence always exists
Note that commutativity of inmasuprema with respect to  and  

is well
dened because 
 commutes with these operations Note also each homset
in a connection domain has the minimum element because of the pointedness
Before showing a few essential properties of connection domains we give some
examples
Example 	 examples of connection domains
i The rst example is the oneobject onearrow category Here the unique
arrow is the only symmetry hence a map We can check that a pair of
this unique arrow semitabulates that arrow itself and the only pre
symmetry group is represented by the unique object which is also a ter
minator Supremainma conditions are trivial We call this connection
domain Elm
ii The second example is from our preceding study Take concrete per
mutation groups on nite sets as protoprocesses here a permutation
group is a set of bijections over a set forming a group note there is a per
mutation group on an empty set consisting of a sole element an empty
map Their symmetries are precisely those bijective actions Then a
connection domain is given by those protoprocesses together with par
tial oneone map between the underlying sets Inmum and supremum

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are taken simply as set intersection and join This domain is called Fin
Perm If we allow innite sets then the domain is called Perm
iii An important ramication of the above is theory of webs With the
same set of protoprocesses as FinPerm or more interestingly Perm
with the same symmetries we take connections as webs ie a relation
R between two nite sets such that R R

R  R note this is precisely
the last axiom in  We leave it to the reader to compute such notions
as maps semitabulations semiunits etc We can further extend this
by adding eg topological structure on the semiunits
Let us study a few fundamental properties of connection domains First
the following may be said to crystallise the conditions on join meet and dier
ences in Denition 	 and is crucial for various applications of the theory
Proposition 
 In a connection domain the set of semiunits on a given
object forms a complete boolean lattice with respect to the inclusion ordering
Corollary  In a connection domain a dierence between two connec
tions is uniquely determined The dierence between 

and 

is written


n


Next we establish basic properties of connection domains concerning gener
alised versions of semitabulations and tabulations which we rst introduce
below
Denition  generalised connections semitabulations and tabulations
i Assume given a family of protoprocesses fp
i
g
iI
 Then a connection
over fp
i
g
iI
is a family of connections f
ij
 p
i
 p
j
g
ijI
such that i

ii
 
p
for each i  I ii 
ij
 

ji
for each i j and iii 
jk
 
ij
 
ik
for each i j k We often write h
ij
i to show f
ij
g is a connection We
also dene
h
ij
i  h

ij
i
def
 f
i
 Sp
i
g
iI
 

ij
 

j
 
ij
 
i
 
Then h
ij
i and h

ij
i are equivalent
ii Given a connection h
ij
i over fp
i
g its semitabulation is a protoprocess
q and a family of maps ff  q  p
i
g such that for each i j we have

ij
 f
j
 f

i
 Then a tabulation of h
ij
i is a semitabulation of h
ij
i
say q and ff
i
 q  p
i
g such that for any other semitabulation q

and
ff

i
 q

 p
i
g of h
ij
i there is the unique map g  q

 q such that
f

i
 f
i
 g for each i
Conventions  When I is nite in h
ij
i
ijI
 we shall always assume
I     n without any loss of generality in which case we have an n
ary connection Note that a ary connection is just the empty set We often
write h
ij
 p

     p
n
i for an nary connection over p

     p
n

We observe that the case of a binary connection is exactly the notion of con
nection we have been discussing so far Thus we can consistently call the
generalised connections introduced above simply connections As to ii in

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Denition  note that any family of maps with the common domain al
ways semitabulate some connection put 
ij
 f
j
 f

i
then 
ii
 f
i
 f

i
 
p
i


ji
 f
i
 f

j
 

ij
and 
jk
 
ij
 f
k
 f
j

 f
j
 f
i

 f
k
 f
i

 
ij
 Note
also that by denition any protoprocess in C is a semitabulation of the
ary connection Thus a tabulation for an ary connection is nothing but
the terminator in C Finally the standard reasoning tells us if ff
i
g and fg
i
g
both tabulate h
ij
i then there is the strong isomorphism such that for each
i we have f
i
 g
i
 h
The following result concerning semitabulation is proved by induction on
n and may not be so surprising
Proposition  In a connection domain any nary connection has a semi
tabulation
A striking fact is that a connection in a connection domain always has a
tabulation whenever it has a semitabulation This is one of the most basic
facts about connection domains and has signicant consequences as we shall
see later Its proof omitted here for space sake makes the full use of the
apparatus we have developed so far and reveals essential import of the notion
of symmetries in our theory
Proposition  semitabulation means tabulation In a connection do
main if a connection say h
ij
i has a semitabulation say ff
i
g it also has a
tabulation say fg
i
g with the mediating map fg
i
f

i
g Speci	cally any nary
connection has a tabulation A semitabulation ff
i
 r  p
i
g of h
ij
i is a tab
ulation if and only if Sr  fff

i
 
i
 f
i
g j f
i
 Sp
i
g satis	es i j 
ij


j
 
ij
 

i
g
Corollary  tabulation and equivalence
i If ff
i
g with codomains fp
i
g semitabulate h
ij
i and i f

i
 
i
 f
i
for 
i
 Sp
i
 then ff

i
g semitabulate h

ij
i such that h

ij
i  h
ij
i
Conversely if ff
i
g with codomains fp
i
g semitabulate h
ij
i and h
ij
i 
h

ij
i then there is a semitabulation ff

i
g of h
ij
i such that i f

i


i
 f
i
with 
i
 Sp
i

ii Assume ff
i
g semitabulate h
ij
i If fg
i
g and fg

i
g with the same tabu
lating object tabulate h
ij
i and moreover g
i
 g

i
for each i then the
corresponding mediating maps from ff
i
g are equivalent Conversely if h
mediates a semitabulation ff
i
g and a corresponding tabulation fg
i
g and
h

 h then h

is also a mediating map from ff
i
g to some fg

i
g which
tabulate the same connection and moreover g
i
 g

i
for each i
We now proceed to formulate a theory of processes on the basis of what
we have built so far
 Abstract Process Structure
Protoprocesses in a connection domain correspond to elements of a set in the
setting of the present theory Connections relate these elements individually
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The framework gives the essential tools to develop theory of setlike operations
to manipulate processes collectively as will be shown in the following The
rst thing to do is to dene an analogue of a set itself
Denition  process structure on C Given a connection domain C a
process structure on C is a setindexed family of protoprocesses from C Then
C is its base domain and elements of the indexing set are processes
Notations  PQR    denote process structures while p q    denote
processes We often treat processes as if they are elements of a process struc
ture writing say p  P Then we write p q    to denote protoprocesses
ie objects in C which underlie p q   
Example 
i A process structure on the onearrow oneobject connection domain Elm
of Example 
 is an indexed family of the unique object of Elm hence
is essentially the indexing set itself
ii A process structure on FinPerm is precisely a process structure in the
sense of 
iii If we introduce webs to Perm or FinPerm as discussed in Example 

we get theory of webs for processes Both in terms of basic mathematics
of process structures as well as for applications this theory is essential
We now dene the notion of relations in the present setting
Denition 
i correspondence The triple of the form hp  qi with p and q being
processes from process structures with the same base and  being a con
nection from p and q is called a correspondence from p to q where  is
its component connection We often write p

q for hp  qi  
ii prelation Let P and Q be two process structures with the same base
domain Then a prelation from P to Q is a set  of correspondences
such that  if hp  qi   then p  P and q  Q and   be closed
under  ie hp  qi   and   

imply hp 

 qi   Then we say
P is its domain and Q is its codomain
iii operations on prelation If  and 

are prelations from P to Q such
operations as   

   

and n

are naturally dened where the
rst two extend to a family of prelations The set of prelations from
P to Q form under these operations a complete boolean lattice as is
easily veried We also dene


def
 fhq 

 pi j hp  qi  g
which is the inverse of  and is indeed a prelation again with the
domain and codomain exchanged Prelations also compose




def
 fhp 

 

 ri j q hp 

 qi  R

 hq 

 ri  R

g
where we assume the domain of 

coincides with the codomain of 


This is again a prelation by Proposition 
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Proposition  The class of all process structures with base C and prelations
between them form a category where the identity on P is given by fhp  pi j  
Sp p  Pg written ID
P
 The category is denoted PS
C
rel

As in  we may equip each homset of such a category with relational oper
ations of Denition  Below we give some examples of PS
C
rel

Example 
i PS
Elm
rel
is essentially the familiar category of relations Note if he

  e

i
is a correspondence over process structures on Elm then  is uniquely
determined as the unique arrow in Elm ie a correspondence here is
essentially a tuple of e

and e


ii PS
FinPerm
rel
is precisely what we have known as PS
rel
in  We have shown
in  that this category is equivalent to the category of socalled rooted
process structures and compatible relations which directly underlies many
mathematical and computational structures studied so far
iii If we take theory of webs as the base domain the universe is a super
category of PS
FinPerm
rel
 where objects coincide and in which the arrows of
the latter are faithfully embedded This universe is useful for analysing
certain computational formalisms as well as for studying abstract process
structures themselves
We next introduce a special kind of prelations which behaves quite ana
logously to functions over sets in the present setting
Denition 	 pmap A pmap is a prelation in which there is one and only
one correspondence from each process of the domain modulo  and whose
component connections are all maps in the base category A pisomorphism
is a pmap whose inverse is also a pmap FG    denote pmaps
We notice pmaps may forget some structures of the original protoprocesses
because component maps may do so cf  This is a basic aspect of process
theories see  for discussions The composition of two pmaps as prelations
is written G  F which is prelationally F G By Proposition  iii G  F
is again a pmap We often write F  p 	
f
q for hp f qi  F which is
prelationally pF
f
q We also note
Proposition 
 Given a prelation   P  Q both 

 ID
P
and


  ID
Q
hold if and only if  is a pisomorphism
Corollary  The collection of process structures with base C and pmaps
between them forms a subcategory of PS
C
rel
 which we denote PS
C
 The iso
morphisms in PS
C
are precisely pisomorphisms which coincide with the iso
morphisms in PS
C
rel

Example 
i PS
Elm
is essentially the category of sets Indeed we know by Denition

 and comments in i of Example 	 that a pmap between two sets
is precisely a function in the usual sense

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ii PS
FinPerm
is what we have known as PS in the preceding study of process
structures cf 
iii Generalising the above to webs we again get a supercategory of PS
FinPerm

Here a pmap is particularly interesting since it rst collapses some
points in the source and then maps them to the target process structures
Given the development so far one possible direction we may take is to
present several key concrete setlike operations on process structures and to
establish their mutual coherence just as we did in  for a specic case Here
however we rather establish one abstract property which holds in the whole
class of categories introduced above and which by the virtue of its generality
automatically gives us once and for all a collection of setlike operations
whose mutual coherence is already ensured

It also shows that the abstract
axioms of connections we developed in Section  are enough to ensure the key
properties obtained in  for the resulting universe The main theorem of the
present paper follows
Theorem  PS
C
is a complete topos
We note that PS
C
is also cocomplete and has a set of generators so it is also
a Grothendieck topos
In the rest of the paper we give a brief outline of the proof of Theorem
 We start from the construction of arbitrary small products As we
already know a correspondence or more exactly a connection is itself a
protoprocess We extend this to a correspondence over an arbitrary small
family of processes using generalised connections introduced in Denition
 from which we form the products over a family of process structures
Denition 
i generalised correspondence Given a family of process structure on C
say fP
i
g
iI
 a correspondence in fP
i
g is a pair of fp
i
 P
i
g and f
ij

p
i
 p
j
g such that the latter forms a connection over fp
i
g in the base
domain C and moreover it has a semitabulation in C we then speak
of a correspondence over fp
i
g Such a correspondence is often denoted
h
ij
 fp
i
gi or h
ij
i for short When the family is nite we also write
h
ij
 p

  p
n
i Then we dene
h
ij
 fp
i
gi  h

ij
 fp
i
gi
def
 h
ij
i  h

ij
i in C
note fp
i
g should coincide between two correspondences
ii process product of a family of process structures Given a family of
process structures fP
i
g we dene the process product over fP
i
g denoted
Q
P
i
 as a set of all correspondences in fP
i
g
Observe that in i we require the underlying connection of a correspondence
to have a semitabulation hence importantly a tabulation by Proposition
 This is essential to make it the categorical product in PS
C
 Also note
that a generalised correspondence becomes a correspondence in the sense of

For the concrete construction of setlike operations the reader may refer to 
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Denition  i if it is over a pair of processes and the only correspondence
in the empty family of process structures is a pair of the empty set and the 
ary connection in the base domain By the construction we get the following
The verication which we omit here makes a considerable use of our results
in Section  especially Proposition  and its corollary
Proposition  existence of all small products in PS
C
 Assume given
a product
Q
P
i
of fP
i
g Then a process structure
Q
P
i
 or often just written
Q
P
i
if no confusion is possible is given by equivalence classes fh
ij
i

j h
ij
i 
Q
P
i
g as processes whose underlying protoprocesses are for each equivalence
class the tabulating object of the generalised connection of its selected element
which exists since it has a semitabulation by de	nition Then
Q
P gives a
product of fP
i
g in PS
C

Now let F

 F

 P  Q Then their equaliser is easily given by the injective p
map from fp j q F

 p 	
f
q and F

 p 	
f
qg so together with Proposition
 we now know PS
C
is complete Moreover if it has exponentials then
the subobject classier is easily given by a process structure with only two
processes the underlying protoprocess for both being the terminator of the
base domain Thus the nal nontrivial part of the establishment of Theorem
 is to show
Proposition  PS
C
has exponentials
Below we give the construction of the exponential of two process structures P
and Q divided into two stages In the rst stage we construct a weak expo
nential ie the one which satises the commutativity condition but not the
universality condition Second we shrink this construction into its optimal
version which does satisfy both
First Stage Let o o

    range over objects in the base domain Then we
write fog for the process structure with a single process whose underlying
protoprocess is o Then given P and Q we form the canonical weak ex
ponential by taking each pmap of the form F  fog  P  Q as a process
whose underlying protoprocess is o itself note we parameterise each pmap
by a singleton process structure which is the key dierence from the exponen
tial in setbased categories The resulting structure written Q
P

w
 which
easily satises the usual commutativity condition for the exponential via the
evaluation pmap
ev
w
 hF  pi 	
f
q if and only if F  hF  pi 	
f
q 
Q
P

w
however does not always satisfy the universality condition we leave
the examples easily found in PS
FinPerm
to the reader
Second Stage We now cut o those processes in Q
P

w
which are redund
ant and which therefore let us lose universality Given F as above let
ev
w
 hF  pi 	
f

q and write 
F
for the tabulating map from  to F  simil
arly 
p
 Then we construct the minimum representation of F  which is indeed
a representing object of a presymmetry group of F  Essentially speaking
this presymmetry group is over that part of F used by F as a pmap with all
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possible presymmetries permitted by F  again as a pmap First say an endo
connection  with pre  im  
F
is permissible if its addition to the
symmetries of F  closing under multiplication and inverse whose correspond
ing representation is written F

 still makes the connection hF

  pi 	
f

q
a map for each F  hF  pi 	
f

q note that strictly speaking the former
 and f

are the ones induced by the latter  and f

by the representation
As can be easily seen adding all permissible presymmetries and taking the
representation still makes the induced maps welldened Let the resulting
presymmetry group on F be E Secondly we let e
def
 

im
F
 f


 so e is
the union of all preimages of maps in F restricted on F  and restrict E to e
by multiplying e to each endoconnection of E from the both sides This still
gives a presymmetry group but now with the group identity e instead of 
F

and nally we take its representation If the resulting protoprocess coincides
with F up to strong isomorphism F is optimal The desired exponential
writtenQ
P
 is given as the result of selecting all and only optimal pmaps qua
processes from Q
P

w
 with the evaluation pmap being just the restriction
of ev
w
on its domain to the new process structure
Given the above construction of Q
P
 let G  X P Q be a pmap Now
G induces for each process x in X  a map G
x
 fxg  P  Q and surely
the pmap qua process say F  for which we have F  x and whose operation
on x as a pmap is essentially that of G
x
 exists in Q
P

w
 Then going from
x to F and then to via the representation its optimal pmap in Q
P
 we now
get the xpart of the curried pmap whose union over processes in X gives
the required curried pmap G  X  Q
P
 That this pmap satises the
commutativity property of the exponential is immediate from the construc
tion That it is a unique such is also easy by considering the minimality and
full symmetries of the target processes This veries Proposition  and
together with the existence of arbitrary products and of the subobject clas
sier we now know PS
C
is indeed a complete topos concluding the proof of
Theorem 
Having established the main result we conclude the paper with some re
marks on the theory we have developed so far
Discussions 
i Though PS
C
is a topos the relational universe which can be constructed
from the topos PS
C
in the standard way  does not give PS
C
rel
in
general even though all prelations can be presented as monic pairs
This is an inevitable consequence of treating objects more complex than
elements as the basic constituents and of assuming that some structure
of each object can be forgotten in relational construction as has been
implicit in eg behavioural equivalences in process calculi
ii Our abstract theory does not give categorical axioms for PS
C
but rather
those of its base domain so the development may not be as abstract as
can be This is partly intentional since our main objective is to obtain
not only the nal categories but also the concrete method to manipulate

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a collection of objects Of course the existence of such a counterpart and
how such would be useful for the basic theory and its applications is an
interesting remaining issue
iii Apart from the use of the abstract constructions such as the algebra of
connections in Section  the theory would open ways to think about
concrete structures of processes beyond those which have been treated
in the foregoing study of concurrency For example theory of webs we
mentioned before may be exploited to reason about algebra and dynamics
of proof nets 	 or those of calculus 
 more relevantly than the
usual termbased construction We deem that the exploration of such
possibility is an important subject for further study
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